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Abstract: With the development of information technology, there’s no doubt that internet has already become a significant intermediary in daily life, it can help people with study, communication, work etc., shortens world’s distance, broadens people’s horizon. But the rapidly developing internet also brings risk to our country to some extent, the virtuality and anonymity of internet spread very swift within information makes people’s mentality easy to invade, and the negative affect of this situation need to be heeded and prevented. As cornerstone in minority areas, minority college students are important political power in maintaining stability in minority areas and national ideological security. The ideological security education of minority college students plays a momentous role in the whole National Ideological Security Education System.
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Introduction

As the object of ideology security education for minority college students study is minority colleges students, so it is quite beneficial to dig out problems in the education and come up with solutions if we directly handle the characteristics of minority college students, the content and target of ideology security education for minority college students. The IT with internet as the core will be a new force that can create a great change for world and has already overset people’s minds, impacted a country’s ideology deeply. Technically, the internet has become one possibility that people can learn different ideologies from the other side of the earth, a window that people can observe the world and reflect on self, but at the same time, absolutely, we have opened the gate accepting external influences. This essay discuss the problems in ideology security education, causes of the problems and countermeasures based on characteristics of minority college students.

I. The Characteristics of Ideology Security Education for Minority College Students

1.1 The Selectivity of Educational Content

Ideology security education for minority college students doesn’t have uniformly official textbook and teaching targets, even colleges have no clear sense of ideology security education and mostly, teaching activities will only be implement in university political public classes or other correlatively professional courses, the content selectivity mainly refers to the diversity and selectivity of content forms. Because ideology security education has ambiguity and there is much difference in life experience, knowledge level, emotional tendency and so on between minority college students and normal college students, we should make use of specific national customs and festivals appropriately to carry diverse content of ideology security education for college students.

1.2 The Particularity of Object of Education

Although most minority college students come from ethnic settlements, still, there is much difference in different autonomous region, autonomous prefecture, autonomous county, so the plans of ideology security education should be variable either. Tibetans and Uygurs in the western region should grasp the main contradictions in their ideological security education according to the
regional characteristics, attach importance to the education of political values, highlight patriotism, and emphasize the education of national religious outlook, which emphasizes the education of national unity and scientific religious outlook. Because Tibet and Xinjiang domain are the areas with the broadest ethnic areas, the most ethnic minorities, the prominent religious influence and the serious infiltration of Western ideology in China.

1.3 The Complexity of Educational Environment

The environment of education has imperceptible influence in process, the complexity of ideological security education environment for minority college students expresses its features in excessive wide environment range and poor controllability of environmental factors, in other words that it is difficult to describe the characteristics of its environment in a total way. Firstly, different ethnic settlements have different factors like customs, life environments and religions, there are multiple ways to build the whole inner environment. Secondly, minority college students in each area need to face special outer environments, different ways of infiltration of foreign cultures and ideologies will lead to different complexity of external environment. Thirdly, the educational environment itself has extensiveness, dynamics, specificity and flexibility, in which made complexity exist.

II. The Analyses of the Reasons for Ideology Security Education of Minority College Students.

2.1 With the deepening of reform and opening up, open society and information environment impact the ideologies of minority college students more and more deeply, all fields of society communicate with the world more and more frequently. Today with the rapid development of information technology, social contact has already completely broken the imprisonment of old tradition. People freely talk with each other cross the boundary through numerous internet medias like Wechat and Weibo meanwhile this has completely changed the formation of public opinion. We’re facing an internet world without any boundary.

2.2 The Invasion of Foreign Ideology Tends to Cause Their Ideological Troubles.

Internet is developing in our country rapidly, it has influenced our future cornerstone—teenagers and youth deeply. Although the Internet has been developing rapidly in our country, there is still a big gap between its development level and developed countries, which has become a channel for foreign forces to invade. Western world controls the initiative of internet so that their culture and ideologies easily permeated in our country, it affects people's thoughts, and the most important thing is that it has the greatest impact on young people, especially teenagers, which seriously erodes their thoughts, affects and destroys their behaviors, and seriously endangers the security of our country's network ideology security.

2.3 Traditional Nation Customs May Cause Ideological Problems of Minority College Students

Remote farming and pastoral areas are hometowns for most minority college students, they have inherited local customs and formed the characteristics of strong self-esteem, tolerance, randomness and multiple values. Many minorities admired the nature, funded of freedom since antiquity, in recent years, especially domestic and abroad, the influence and incitement of national separatism, religious extremism, violent terrorism and other forces are likely to form a wrong ideological state and ideology, including local nationalism, liberalism and other thoughts.

III. The countermeasure of ideology security education for minority college students in new age.

3.1 Improve Media Literacy Education and Enhance Information Treatment Ability.

The definition for media literacy is “In temporary society with mixed information and rapid development of new media technology, the attitude and ability to recognize, judge and use various
kinds of information that ideological security educators in colleges should keep. "The purpose of strengthening college students' media literacy education is to nourish some ability of media usage and information recognition for minority college students, to effectively make use of media information which can develop themselves, join the social stream. Set up courses related to media knowledge to enhance students' theoretical literacy. Media literacy is based on knowledge literacy. By offering relevant courses and including them in the final examination and credit score points, the University guides students to actively participate in the course learning, helps university minority students master solid media knowledge, consolidates the media knowledge foundation of University minority students, and enhances students' ability to use network information.

3.2 Promote the Construction of Socialist Core Value System and Enhance the Mainstream Consciousness of Ethnic College Students.

The particularity of ideology determines the importance of mastering the dominant power of ideology. The core value system of socialism is the soul of rejuvenating the country, which determines the development direction of socialism with Chinese characteristics. We should carry out in-depth learning and education of the socialist core value system, use the socialist core value system to lead the social trend of thought and gather social consensus. Based on this, colleges and universities must vigorously promote the socialist core values, strengthen the identity of the mainstream ideology of ethnic minority college students, lay a solid ideological foundation for ethnic minority college students, so as to enhance their identity of the country and the nation, form the cohesion of social construction, and promote and consolidate the national unity.

3.3 Make Full Use of the Ideological Function of Campus Cultural Construction.

Colleges are main places that minority students live and study, college campus culture can not only rise minority college students' cultural training, but also disseminate and educate main stream ideology for minority college students effectively. College campus culture has attracted lots of students because of its imperceptible affects, diverse cultural approaches and popular form of representation, college students always participate with much enthusiasm.

IV Conclusion

Since entering the era of network, human beings have transcended the limitation of time and space, and become a whole. The war of social ideology is becoming more and more intense. The network is gradually involved in this war, and becomes a new battlefield of ideology in various countries. Therefore, keeping this new battlefield is the key work at present. Internally, we should do a good job in guiding public opinion, promoting citizens to form correct concepts, consciously maintaining network security, and maintaining social stability. To the outside world, we should actively develop technology and resist the invasion of foreign cultures. Ideological security education is a long-term project, which needs constant optimization and keeps pace with the times. Ideological security education is the basic strategy of ideological safety education for ethnic minority college students to strengthen the cultivation of citizen consciousness, promote the construction of socialist core value system, strengthen and standardize the mainstream ideological guidance of new media and strengthen the mainstream ideological education in Colleges and universities.
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